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WSI AT A GLANCE

For 25 years, WSI has been providing digital 
marketing services and comprehensive 

marketing strategies to businesses of all sizes 
and across various industries. We are the largest 

network of digital marketing agencies around 
the world.

We are a full-service digital marketing agency 
that helps elevate your online brand, generate 
more leads and sales, and improve your overall 

marketing ROI. 
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BUYERS START ONLINE

53% of buyers start their search online, 
frequently on a search engine to solve all their 

home building needs.

UNSURE OF MARKETING ROI

42% of home builders didn't know which marketing 

approach gave their organization a higher ROI.

LEADS & TRAFFIC MAIN CHALLENGE

53% of home builders said generating traffic and 
leads was their top marketing challenge.

CONSUMERS TRUST ONLINE REVIEWS

88% of consumers trust online reviews as much as 

they trust personal recommendations.

Sources: BuilderFunnel, BlueCorona, and Search Engine Land.   

?



What are the common
marketing challenges 

companies in the Home Building 
and Improvement Industry face today? 



Quality of leads: lots of smaller jobs but harder time finding their ideal projects. 

Homebuilders and home improvement professionals are good at their 
designated skills but struggle with marketing their business properly.



Which marketing approach do 
you recommend to home building 

and improvement companies: 
tactical marketing 

vs. 
strategic marketing?



When tactical is the best approach: it’s great for small companies to start with 
tactics, get some results, and then strategically start to build upon that.

When strategic is the best approach: for big companies, a strategic process of 
understanding the competitive landscape, finding the most effective keywords 
or search phrases, and looking for the best opportunities may fit better. 



What are the common
paid advertising challenges 

companies in the Home Building 
and Improvement Industry face today?



Lacking a unique selling proposition (USP) makes it hard for home builders to 
stand out in a highly competitive industry.

Defining your messaging and lead generation strategy before jumping into PPC 
(pay-per-click) is crucial.

Selecting the right keywords to use with the right audience, and identifying who 
is interested in your service is crucial.

Inability to scale staff to meet the demand for their services. 



What are the keys to
digital marketing success 

and potential barriers
for home building and improvement 

companies? 



Properly speaking to your target audience through content and images 
(professional images!) to showcase work and client portfolio. 

Your website should represent who you want to work with and the type of 
projects you want to work on.

Keys to Digital Marketing Success: 





Lots of competition, means low barrier to entry.

Not having a review strategy. People trust online word of mouth, so having high 
ratings and reviews is necessary to make you stand out and build trust. 

Potential Marketing Barriers: 



“85% of consumers don’t trust reviews 

more than three months old.” 
(BlueCorona)



Balancing your busy and slow seasons. Don’t let good inquiries “float” in the 
busy season, as those can become business in your slow season. 

Weed out time consuming follow ups by properly qualifying a lead using specific 
form fields and automation to nurture them to the point of being ready.

Keep measuring. Website traffic, content performance and most importantly, 
your conversion rates. 

Keys to Digital Marketing Success: 



Poor content. The content on your website needs to be good. Everything needs 
to be high-end, valuable, and differentiate your company. 

Don’t have a website, just to have a website. Make it into a marketing asset for 
your business.

Potential Marketing Barriers: 



• Good images • Good website • Qualifying leads• Conversion Tracking • User Experience



Keys to Paid Advertising Success: 

Understanding your OKRs and campaign objectives. Campaigns on branding 
versus lead generation will have different outcomes. 

Targeting your keywords to find people who are searching more transactional 
lower funnel keywords versus informational searches.

Conversion tracking set-up to identify what is working well and get a full picture 
of your sales attribution.



Potential Advertising Barriers: 

A lack of strategy.

Lack of negative keywords and setting up the audiences you want to target 
incorrectly.

Poor user experience on your landing pages.

Poor lead handling (too long to connect to a salesperson, insufficient conversion 
tracking at the sales level). 



LEADS NURTURING MARKETING AUTOMOATION



Do you have any recommendations on how 
Home Building and Improvement companies 

can handle their leads more effectively? 



Use automation systems to help save you time pre-qualifying your leads.



Do you have any advice on how Home 
Building and Improvement companies can 

get more leads 

from their paid advertising campaigns?



Ask yourself the question: What kind of transactions do you want? 

Focus on keywords that will get you more, high value transactions. 

Generate more clicks but either increasing your ad budget or targeting cheaper 
keywords to get more “bang for your buck” and more clicks and website visits.

Leverage display and video campaigns, as well as in-market and custom intent 
audiences from Google to help reach more prospective buyers.



What are the most 
effective forms of content marketing strategies

for companies in the Home Building and 
Improvement Industry?



Using videos. Show projects (before and after’s), case studies, client 
testimonials, etc.

Having strong content on your landing pages and separate pages for your 
different services to help showcase your depth of expertise.

Use terminology that your customers are familiar with. Stay away from internal 
lingo and industry jargon. 



Consistently enriching your content and adding content to your website. Easiest 
way to do this is through a blog. 

Make your content relevant to the reader and the search engines to help boost 
your position and credibility.

Understand where your audience may be in the buying cycle. You need to have 
content at every stage of the buyers' journey. 

Provide valuable information downloads on your site to capture leads early in 
the process. Nurture these relationships to the point of doing business with you. 



What are the latest trends in
the Home Building and Improvement Industry?



Competition is increasing rapidly. CPCs (cost per clicks) are increasing. 

Focus on a content strategy that uses long tail, cost-effective keywords to bring 
in more low funnel leads, and nurture them with high-quality content.



Consumers want to be more involved in the process and hands-on. 

Giving clients access to a digital portal or private log-in that contains all their 
project details can help enhance customer involvement and satisfaction. 

COVID shifts home improvement and home building into high gear.



COVID is shifting home improvement and home building into high gear.

High demand for improvements in outdoor living spaces and building home 
offices. These are areas where companies can focus their content and grow.



What’s your 

one final digital marketing tip 
for companies in the home building and 

improvement industry?



Be clear on what you want your users to do throughout your online marketing. 
Have clear call-to-actions. Make it easy for visitors to complete the desired 
action in as few steps as possible.

If you have a limited budget, focus on keywords that have the lowest 
competition but bring you the highest revenue. Keep optimizing your 
campaigns and keywords that bring you the best ROI.

Treat your website as your storefront. Your online presence is the most 
important marketing tool you have—treat it as such. It has to offer the best 
first impression to help you get the job. 



REACH OUT TO YOUR LOCAL WSI CONSULTANT

Talk to us, we can help!

April 

Want to find out how your home 
building and improvement company 
can get the most out of digital 
marketing?

Reach out to your WSI Consultant 
or email contact@wsiworld.com.

mailto:contact@wsiworld.com


READ MORE ABOUT DIGITAL MARKETING IN OUR 3RD BOOK

Available on Amazon and 
other online book retailers. 
Search “WSI Digital Minds” 

or visit
https://bit.ly/wsibook3

https://bit.ly/wsibook3


Thanks for watching!


